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It’s not just that Om Records, the
San Francisco music label known
for an eclectic mix of electronic
music, has survived for 25 years
that is remarkable. It’s that Om has
survived these 25 years: the evolu
tion of dance music in America, the
evolution of the music business
generally, the changing Bay Area
landscape, and now, a pandemic
that may mean a reimagining of
what club life is like.

“The entire time I’ve been in it,
(the music industry) was declining,”
founder Chris Smith says with a
laugh. “We started pretty much at
the height of the global music in
dustry’s value. It was the height of
the CD era, then people stopped
buying vinyl, and MP3s came along,
eroding, eroding, eroding.”

Still, Om is looking toward the
future while celebrating a quarter
century with a compilation featur
ing some of the label’s biggest
names and potential future stars.

The run started in 1995, but it
was born in the early ’90s, when
San Francisco had a mixture of
rhythms. There were influences
from the Los Angeles rave scene,
homegrown Bay Area hiphop pro
ducers and rappers, and Chicago’s
thriving house music community.
The mix had been known as acid
jazz in the United Kingdom for
years at that point; it was another
San Francisco label, Luv N’ Haight,
that released one of the first U.S.
acid jazz recordings in 1991. The
mashup of genres had become the
soundtrack to the city’s nightlife.

“That was the genesis of the
label,” Smith says, “to do something
that captures all of that stuff to
gether, instead of just focusing on
one specific sound.”

At the same time, a DJ from
Chicago took up residency in the
Bay Area, taking the name from a
couple of his mixtapes and turning
it into a club night, one that even
tually would become a worldwide
sensation. Mark Farina and his
manager, Patty RyanSmith, created
Mushroom Jazz at the Oasis night
club in San Francisco’s South of
Market district.

“I found in S.F., people were
more open to dancing to different
tempos than just 120 to 125 beats
per minute, which was more of the
norm in Chicago at that time,” Fari
na says.

That sound and its brokenout
elements would become the founda
tion of Om Records.

The first release, “The Groove
Active Collection,” featured jazz
influenced hiphop, with its first
two tracks from the Roots and A

Tribe Called Quest. Curtis Mayfield
led off the “Soul Motion” compila
tion a short while later, and the
first record with a credited curator
was Farina’s first “Mushroom Jazz”
wide release (it’s now up to eight
volumes).

Those early releases attracted
artists who wanted to release their
own tracks and albums through
Om. Blue Boy’s “Remember Me”
was the label’s first single, and it
became a regular in clubs every
where. Groups like the rap duo
People Under the Stairs, triphop
outfit Soulstice and breakbeat duo
Ming+FS made homes here. And in
2001, an assistant at the label got
his sound in front of his higher
ups. The label loved it, and the
career of Ryan Raddon, now known
as Kaskade, one of the world’s best
known house DJs and producers,
was born.

“Let’s just say I’m not above
sneaking my own music into the
pile going to the boss, and appar
ently that approach worked out,”
Raddon told The Chronicle about
his start at Om in 2000 as an A&R
assistant. “They’re still around and
so am I, and it’s an honor to say
that we are such a big part of each
other’s stories.”

As a label, Om has seen its share
of evolution over the years. Those
compilation albums faded out of
style; the individual songs are diffi
cult to license for streaming, and
with so few people buying full mix
es, if an album isn’t on one of the
major music services like Spotify, it
may as well not exist commercially.
When Om started, nightclubs often
had “chillout rooms,” where down
tempo electronic music thrived, and
people could either dance or simply
hang out with a drink. In the EDM
era, though, those spaces are rare.

The label “had to move away

from compilations because we were
licensing all that material and the
red tape that goes into a release
like that is long,” says Gunnar His
sam, Om’s current label manager.
“And the majority of these artists
will not want to license (their
songs) to you forever. So if you’re
going to put a mixed compilation
out, you’re only going to have it for
however long that license is good
for; then you have to either renew
it or remove it.”

Instead, Om put together a roster
of diverse artists that carried the
label’s flag. English house duo Dirty
Vegas and the triphopleaning Un
derworld both settled on Om for a
time. Local hiphop artists like Zion
I & Grouch and J Boogie also re
leased records through the label.

Over the past few years, though,
as the label adjusted to many of the
industrywide changes, Om started
to release less music and hold few
er live events.

“We were kind of going into a
phase where we were kind of get
ting ourselves back together again,”
Hissam says. “I think it was really
just about finding that spark again.
And I think the 25th anniversary
was where we were setting our
sights.”

To help find that spark, Om
released “Om Records — 25 Years”
on July 10, a compilation of old
classics and new favorites from
some of the label’s stars of the past
and the future. Kaskade is there,
along with Farina, Soulstice, and
possibly the last “new” track from
People Under the Stairs, who re
tired in 2019.

But the compilation also features
music from the next generation of
Om acts. One example: Reptile
Room is a trio from Atlanta that
found its way onto the label via a
blind email submission. Reptile
Room’s single “Sunlite” is a blissful
ray of positivity in the form of
synth pop, backed by cymbal rolls
and breakbeats.

“We didn’t realize how far the
history had gone until Gunnar
started talking to us about this 25th
anniversary album,” Bill Zimmer
man says of the trio. “That’s when
my eyes opened up a little more.”

The party was supposed to
stretch to inperson events, as well,
with 25th anniversary nights in San
Francisco, Los Angeles and other
cities. The coronavirus pandemic
had other plans, of course, and it
now looks like the label will be
forced into celebrating the much
less sexy 26th anniversary in 2021.
But considering the changes that
Om has endured over a quarter of
a century, it might take more than
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Ryan Raddon performs as Kaskade at a Hollywood club in 2006. The celebrated DJ got his start at Om Records.

Record label, at 25,
evolves for survival
Om endures amid shakeups in dancemusic, industry andworld

By Robert Spuhler

Krescent Carasso

Chris Smith, founder of Om
Records, is looking to the future.

Om continues on E4

In an era when most people are
communicating with Instagramsize
PowerPoint presentations, Beyoncé
still talks in grand gestures.

Early on Friday, July 31, the 24time
Grammy winner released her latest
visual album, “Black Is King,” a com
panion piece to the 2019 album “The
Lion King: The Gift,” on Disney Plus.
Written, directed and executivepro
duced by Beyoncé, the extended music
video follows the lead of its dazzling
predecessors — 2013’s “Beyoncé” and
2016’s “Lemonade” — and is a celebra
tion of the Black experience.

As the pop star described it, it’s “a
story of how the people left most bro
ken have an extraordinary gift and a
purposeful future.”

As with “Lemonade,” there is no
clear narrative. Instead, Beyoncé
serves up a series of visually stunning
interludes that vaguely suggest a com
ingofage story accompanied by the
songs from “The Gift,” a collection of
songs inspired by the 2019 liveaction
remake of Disney’s “The Lion King.”
The scenes are tied together by dra
matic spokenword interludes from
the film by James Earl Jones, who
voiced Mufasa
in both Disney
versions.

Shot pri
marily in Afri
ca over the
past year (pri
marily before
the coronavi
rus pandemic
swept the
world), the
bigbudget film plays out like a collec
tion of opulent music videos. It’s not a
live concert film, but it does take cues
from the theatrical pacing of Beyoncé’s
tour performances.

We see Beyoncé on the beach hold
ing a newborn while wearing a de
signer gown singing “Bigger” in the
opening scene of the film: “If you feel
insignificant/ You better think again.”

We see her dancing in the desert
amid dancers and fireworks, flanked
in a series of Swarovski crystalembel
lished outfits.

We see the beauty of the land in
ominous closeups of people’s faces
and sweeping scenes of everyday life.

In an era of so much real grief, the
overthetop opulence of “Black Is
King” may feel like pure escapism.
But Beyoncé has other intentions.

“We are all in search of safety and
light. Many of us want change,” she
wrote in a post on Instagram in June.
“I believe that when Black people tell
our own stories, we can shift the axis
of the world and tell our real history
of generational wealth and richness of
soul that are not told in our history
books.”

Fueled by highprofile collabora
tions with superstars including Child
ish Gambino, Lupita Nyong’o, Naomi

Beyoncé’s ode
to Black pride
a visual treat
By Aidin Vaziri

Robin Harper / Parkwood Entertainment

Beyoncé’s lavish visual album vaguely
suggests a comingofage story.

Beyoncé continues on E4

M
“Black Is
King”: Mu-
sical. Star-

ring Beyoncé. Direct-
ed by Beyoncé. (Not
rated. 85 minutes.)
Available to stream
through Disney Plus.
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By Leah Garchik

“My water meter
has a more exciting
life than I do.”

HWoman near Buena Vista Park,
overheard by Kate Jeffus

>Overheard something?
Send it to overheard@sfchronicle.com.
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Dear Miss Manners: I’m one
member of a group of six long
time neighbors. We take turns
scheduling a monthly breakfast
or dinner outing so we can meet
up, enjoy a good meal and may
be a drink.

One member of our group
has taken to wearing his red,
propresident hat whenever we
meet. This person can be quick
tempered and defensive. For
me, this hat is very offensive for
all it stands for, and it’s also sort
of an inyourface insertion of
politics.

I’ve rehearsed ways that I

could address this at our out
ings, but no amount of rehears
ing makes me think that a blow
out wouldn’t ensue. I don’t want
it to become a “what side are
you on” type of outcome.

Gentle Reader: These days,
there are people on every side of
every issue who feel as you do
about avoiding controversy.

The problem is usually as
cribed to partisanship, a de
scription Miss Manners finds
unilluminating. The problem is
not that you and your friend
have a strong disagreement; it is

that you do not know how, or
when, to put aside your differ
ences.

Of course he has the right to
form his own political opinions.
But he has violated the tacit
agreement not to introduce
politics into your social setting.

How do you restore peace?
Search out a member of the
group who agrees with your
friend politically, but with you
on the desire to keep the group
going. If you can convince that
person that introducing politics
will end the friendships, then
he may be able to convince your
hattoting friend.

MISS MANNERS
By Judith Martin, Nicholas Ivor Martin and Jacobina Martin

How to get politics out
of friendly gettogethers

Send questions to Miss Manners’
website: www.missmanners.com;
to her email address: dearmiss
manners@gmail.com; or through
postal mail: Miss Manners,
Universal Uclick, 1130 Walnut St.,
Kansas City, MO 64106.
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(2) The Big Bang
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The Big Bang
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(HD) (N)
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(HD)

(6) Wild Tr. (HD) RobRoad Antique "Vintage Boston" Antiques Roadshow American Experience Amanpour/Com (HD) (N)

(7) Jeopardy! Wheel "UK
Getaway" (N)

The Bachelor: The Greatest Seasons - Ever! (TVPG) (HD) "Ali Fedotowsky" Ali shares
the behind-the-scenes scoop of those emotional days while looking for love. (N)

News (HD)
(N)

(:35) Jimmy
Kimmel (HD)

(9) TestK "Pork
and Greens"

Check,
Please!

Antiques Roadshow (TVG)
(HD) "Vintage Boston"

Antiques Roadshow (TVG)
(HD) "Tucson (Hour Two)"

POV (TVPG) (HD) "Chez
Jolie Coiffure" (N)

Painted Nails (TVPG) (HD)

(10) Jeop. (HD) Wheel (N) The Bachelor: The Greatest Seasons - Ever! (TVPG) (HD) "Ali Fedotowsky" (N) News (N) (:35)Kimmel

(11) Access H.
(HD) (N)

All Access
(HD) (N)

Titan Games (HD) "Eastern
Regional Finals" (N)

American Ninja Warrior (TVPG) (HD) "USA vs. theWorld"
Top competitors will go head-to-headwith ninjas.

Bay Area
News (N)

(:35)Tonight
(HD) (N)

(13) Nbhood (HD) Hearts (HD) All Rise (TV14) (HD) Bull (HD) "Into theMystic" 13 News 10 p.m. (TVG) (N) News (N) (:35) Colbert
(14) Vencer el Miedo Te Doy la Vida Médicos, Línea de Vida Como Tú No Hay 2 Noticias (N) NoticieroUni

(20) ABC7 News on KOFY 7:00
p.m. (TVG) (N)

Black "The
RealWorld"

Black-ish Last Man
Standing
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Standing

This Minute
(HD) (N)
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Minute (HD)

Pawn Stars ABC7 News
(TVG) (N)

(22) Motorweek
(TVG) (HD)

Ask This Old
House

Nova (TVG) (HD) "Making
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Blues (HD)
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(N)
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(N)

Modern "The
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Modern "The
Wedding"

The Big Bang
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The Big Bang
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News (TVG)
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(40) Fox40 News
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FOX40 News
Special (N)

9-1-1 (TV14) (HD) "The
Taking of Dispatch 9-1-1"

9-1-1: Lone Star (TV14) (HD)
"Studs"

Fox40 News at 10:00 p.m.
(TVG) (HD) (N)

FOX40 News
Special

Two and a
Half Men

(42) August Biblethon Live! (TVG) (Live) Worship "Associate Pastors" FWC Music (TVG)
(43) Outside (HD) Outside (HD) Raising Ms. P. (TVPG) (HD) Silent Witness DW News (TVG) (HD) NHK World TV (HD)

(44) The
Goldbergs

The
Goldbergs

Whose Line
Is It?

Whose "Greg
Proops 5"

Penn&Teller (TVPG) (HD)
"P&T in 3D ... Glasses" (N)

Two and a
Half Men

Two and a
Half Men

Family Guy Bob's
Burgers

(46) ET (HD) InsEd. (N) Nbhood (HD) Hearts (HD) All Rise (TV14) (HD) Bull (HD) "Into theMystic" News (N) (:35) Colbert
(48) Exatlón: Estados Unidos (HD) (N) Cennet (HD) (N) Enemigo Intimo (HD) (N) Noticier (N) Noticias (N)
(50) Escape Perfecto (TVPG) Mi Pareja Puede Al Extremo (TVG) Asesinos Seriales Hechos D.de Creer

(54) Across the Pacific (TVG)
(HD) "Latin Laboratory"

Father
Brown

(:45)Bletchley Circle (HD)
"Uncustomed Goods" 2/2

(:35)The Inspector Lynley Mysteries
(TVPG) (HD) "ChineseWalls"

(:05)Thou Shalt Not Kill
(TV14) (HD)

(65) Criminal Minds (TV14) Criminal Minds (TV14) Criminal Minds (TV14) Criminal Minds (TV14) Criminal Minds (TV14)
(66) ¿Qué Culpa Tiene (HD) (N) Guerreros 2020 (HD) (N) Notic. (HD) Vas con Todo (HD)

CABLE 7 PM 7:30 8 PM 8:30 9 PM 9:30 10 PM 10:30 11 PM 11:30
A&E (6:00)Hoarders (HD) "Dale" Hoarders (TVPG) (HD) "Althia" (N) Interve. (HD) "Chelan" (N) Hoarders (HD) "Vula/ Lisa"
AMC (5:)Ferris Bueller's Day Off +++Ghostbusters (‘84, Com)Harold Ramis, Bill Murray. (TVPG) (HD) +++Ghostbusters II (‘89, Com) (HD)
BBC Law & Order (HD) "Return" LawOrder "Burn Baby Burn" Law & Order (HD) "Amends" Star Trek: NG (HD) "Family" ST:TNG (HD) "Brothers"
BET (6:00) To Be Announced (HD) To Be Announced (HD)
BRAV Below Deck: Mediterranean Below Deck (N) Below Deck (TV14) (HD) (N) TBA Below Deck (TV14) (HD) Chrisley (HD)
CNBC American Greed: (N) Greed (HD) "In Harm'sWay" American Greed: American Greed: Dateline "Deadly Exchange"
CNN Cuomo Prime Time (TVPG) CNN Tonight (TVG) A. Cooper 360 (TVG) Cuomo Prime Time (TVPG) Cuomo Prime Time (TVPG)
COM Office (HD) Office (HD) Office (HD) (:45)Office (:15)SouthPk :45SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk
DISC Memphis "OGArmdrop" (N) StreetOutlawsMemphis (N) FarmtruckAznProject (TV14) (HD) "Farmtruck and AZN" Street Outlaws
DISN (:05)Raven (:35)Raven Upside-Down Magic (‘20, Children) (TVG) (:35)Raven Bunk'd BigCity (:15)Raven (:40)Raven
E! Botched Botched Botched (N) C.Center (N) C.Center Nightly (N) C.Center
ESPN (6:05)NBA Basketball L.A. L./Utah (Live) (:35)SportsCent. (TVG) (N) (:35)SportsCenter (TVG) (:35)SportsCenter (TVG) (:35)SportC
ESPN2 (5:00)UFC (TV14) UFC Archival UFC Archival Horn (N) Interrupt (N) NBA BasketballMem./N.O.
FNC The Ingraham Angle Fox News @ Night Tucker Carlson (TVG) Hannity (TVPG) Fox News @ Night
FOOD Diners "Best of Breakfast" Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives All-star Best Thing (N) Chopped "Chefs in a Pickle" Chopped
FREE +++Kung Fu Panda (‘08, Com) Jack Black. (TVPG) (HD) ++Kung Fu Panda 2 (‘11, Ani) Jack Black. (TVPG) (HD) The 700 Club (TVPG)
FX +++Spider-Man: Homecoming (‘17, Act) Robert Downey Jr., TomHolland. (TVPG) +++Spider-Man: Homecoming (‘17, Act) TomHolland.
GOLF (6:00)PGA Champ (HD) The CUT (N) Learn (N) Live From the PGA Championship (TVG) (HD) The CUT Learn (HD)
HALL (6:00) Love, of Course (HD) Love at Sea (‘18, Rom) Alexa PenaVega. (TVG) (HD) G. Girls (HD) G. Girls (HD) G. Girls (HD) G. Girls (HD)
HIST A. Pickers "Aerosmith Van" Pickers (HD) "Zephyrville" American Pickers (N) (:05)Pawn Stars (N) (:05)Pawn Stars
LIFE Grey's Anatomy +++Hitch (2005, Comedy) EvaMendes, Kevin James, Will Smith. (TV14) (HD) Diary of a Mad Black W...
MNBC The Last Word (TVG) The 11th Hour (TVG) Rachel Maddow (TVPG) The Last Word (TVG) The 11th Hour (TVG)
MTV Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD) Ridicu. (HD)
NBCS (5:30)MLB Baseball S.F./Col (Live) Post-game To Be Announced Inside Club. Inside Club. To Be Announced
NICK SpongeBob Danger F Danger F Nick/Unf Friends (HD) Friends (HD) Friends (HD) Friends (HD) Friends (HD) Friends (HD)
OXYG NCIS (TV14) NCIS (TV14) NCIS (TV14) NCIS (TV14) NCIS (TV14)
PRMT Two 1/2 Men Two 1/2 Men ++++Dunkirk (‘17, Act) CillianMurphy, TomHardy. (TVPG) (HD) ++++Dunkirk (‘17, Act) TomHardy. (HD)
SYFY (5:)Twister ++ Lake Placid (‘99, Act) Bill Pullman. (TVMA) (HD) (:25)+ Lake Placid 2 (‘07, Hor) Cloris Leachman. (HD) (:25) Futur.
TBS FamilyGuy FamilyGuy FamilyGuy FamilyGuy FamilyGuy FamilyGuy Am.Dad (N) Amer. Dad Conan Seinf. 1/2
TCM +++Gilda (‘46, Susp) Rita Hayworth. (TVPG) (HD) ++++Pal Joey (‘57, Mus) Rita Hayworth. (TVPG) (HD) You Were Never Lovelier
TLC 90 Day Fiancé 90 Day Fiancé (N) 90 Day Fiancé (N) 90 Day Fiancé (N) Find Love LIVE (N)
TNT 4:45Avengers: Infinity War +++San Andreas (‘15, Act) Carla Gugino, Dwayne Johnson. (TV14) (HD) ++The Longest Yard (‘05, Com) (HD)
TRU Imp. Jokers Imp. Jokers Imp. Jokers Imp. Jokers Imp. Jokers Imp. Jokers ++Ted (‘12, Com)Mila Kunis, MarkWahlberg. (TV14)
USA Chicago P.D. WWE Raw (HD) (N) Cannonball
VH1 Bball Wives LA (TV14) Bball Wives LA (TV14) Love & Listings (TV14) (N) Beauticn (N) T.I. and Tiny T.I. and Tiny T.I. and Tiny
PREMIUM 7 PM 7:30 8 PM 8:30 9 PM 9:30 10 PM 10:30 11 PM 11:30
HBO (6:40)+++Walk the Line (‘05, Bio) (HD) Destroy (N) Perry Mason (TVMA) (HD) Destroy (HD) (:05)AXIOS (:35) Last Wk
MAX 5:Bad Times at the El Ro... ++Riddick (‘13, Sci-Fi) Karl Urban, Vin Diesel. (TV14) (HD) ++Killerman (‘19, Act) LiamHemsworth. (TVMA) (HD)
SHO (5:30)+++Seabiscuit Dexter The Chi (TVMA) "A Stain" Twenties (N) DesMero Outcry (TVMA)
STZEN (:20)Stan & Ollie (‘18, Dra) Steve Coogan. (TVPG) (HD) +Tom Horn (‘80,West) (HD) (:40)+++Papillon (‘73, Adv) (HD)
TMC (6:25)David Bowie (TV14) +++The Birdcage (‘96, Com) RobinWilliams. (TVMA) ++Poms (‘19, Com) Diane Keaton. (TV14) Pavarotti

Disclaimer: This column is a work of
parody meant to demonstrate the frequently
absurd cultural phenomenon of the social
media challenge.

I’ve chosen you for a social media
challenge!

For the next 384 years (or the first
coming of the Twitter blood moon) you
must post a photo with no caption that
represents something completely opaque
that is also deeply specific. This can be a
still from a film, your favorite yodeling
album covers or your least favorite wives
of Henry VIII — it doesn’t matter, just be
sure to use a trending, socially conscious
hashtag and an artsy filter. You must
post this challenge while in a headstand
with one hand typing and the other tak
ing a panoramic selfie while you TikTok
having a bucket of duck l’orange sauce
dumped over your body to raise money
for an undisclosed charity. We don’t
know how this will raise money for char

ity (what are you, the IRS with all these
questions?), just press post.

If you enjoy social media challenges,
you’ll press like on this post. If you’re a
good American, you’ll comment. And if
you’re right with the Lord, you’ll share
this challenge under threat of excommu
nication from the internet. You can’t
escape this post, a social media challenge
is the new blood oath, and it can only be
broken on the night of the aforemen
tioned Twitter blood moon with a virgin
sacrifice to Jack Dorsey.

What if I told you that by sharing this
post you could help cure death? You
can’t. But what if I told you that? Would
it encourage you to share it?

You’ve been tagged, now show us the
12th picture on your phone’s camera roll
followed by any memes you’ve saved
with a caption that misattributes a quote
from a dead celebrity.

If you believe in this social media chal

lenge, believe in the power of positive
thinking or believe in life after love, you
will also download this app that shows
what you’d look like if you were a hops
farmer in the year 1347 in the township
of Surrey, England. Allow
it to access your contact
list, your credit history
and your DNAmapping.
You may outrun the Black
Death in 1347 Surrey, but
you can’t outrun a social
media challenge.

I don’t know howmany
of my followers will read
this, but true friends will
read it to the end and true
patriots will also pledge
allegiance to this social
media challenge and to the
republic for which it
stands.

Back to reality: Since the pandemic,
participatory posts have flooded social
media feeds, from Facebook to Insta
gram. The recent challenge to post black
andwhite selfies of women has even
gotten celebrities like Ava DuVernay,
KerryWashington and Jennifer Lopez to
participate in the name of #womensup
portingwomen. As someone who does

believe in the importance of supporting
women, it is unclear how posting to so
cial media makes any true impact. But I
guess it can’t hurt.

The origins of the challenge and its
specific purpose were also
unclear. After critiques
that the posts were noth
ing more than narcissism
disguised as hashtag activ
ism, some claimed that the
challenge was meant to
raise awareness for wom
en’s issues in Turkey. The
challenge was more likely
started by journalist Ana
Paula Padrão, in Brazil.

While some may find
participation in these chal
lenges a comfort during
social isolation or even
personally meaningful, the

various rules and guidelines for them as
well as the cajoling language used to
encourage participation are rife for sat
ire.

Repost at your own risk.

Tony Bravo’s column appears Mondays in
Datebook. Email: tbravo@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @TonyBravoSF

TONY BRAVO

Get ready for the next
social media challenge

What if I told you
that by sharing
this post you
could help cure
death? You can’t.
But what if I told
you that? Would
it encourage you
to share it?
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Today’s CrosswordCrosswordPuzzle

SudokuPuzzle Challenger

Campbell, former Destiny’s
Child member Kelly Rowland,
her husband, JayZ, and their
children, Blue Ivy and Sir
Carter, “Black Is King” also
puts the spotlight on a long list
of fresh African artists.

The film finds its grounding
in the closing scene when it
strips away its grandiloquence
and Beyoncé sings an a cappel
la version of “Spirit” backed by
a gospel choir before being
transported across deserts,

waterfalls and other lush land
scapes as the song hits its
climax against the setting sun.

The visual album arrives
with a deluxe edition of “The
Lion King: The Gift,” which
can be streamed on various
streaming services and in
cludes three new tracks.

Aidin Vaziri is The San
Francisco Chronicle’s pop music
critic. Email: avaziri@
sfchronicle.com Twitter:
@MusicSF

Beyoncé visual album
celebrates Black pride
Beyoncé from page E1

Andrew White / Parkwood Entertainment

Beyoncé’s bigbudget “Black Is King,” shot primarily in Africa in
the past year, plays out like a collection of opulent music videos.

a virus to stop Smith, Hissam
and company.

“I think what’s next for Om
is focusing really more on
new artist signings and devel
opments that are not necessar
ily based on club music, but

are based on unique sounds,”
Smith says. “Unique artists
doing cool stuff, probably still
rooted in electronic music
primarily, but not focused so
much on the club world.”

“Whether or not we’re
locked up in our homes, the
music will still find us,” His
sam says, “and so I have faith
that Om will continue to dis
cover and release the music
that we’ve always done for 25
years.”

Robert Spuhler is a Southern
California freelance writer.

Record label,
at 25, keeps
eye on future
Om from page E1


